DATA AS A SERVICE

DRIVE IMMEDIATE ROI WITH REAL-TIME DATA
With the explosion of bigger and faster data, companies are under huge
pressure to find meaningful insights from this data chaos. Data-as-a-Service
(DaaS) is completely changing the game for today’s marketers by providing
in-market customers and prospects to companies in real-time, which in turn
brings immediate and sustainable ROI.

How DaaS Delivers Immediate ROI

FEATURES

DaaS drives immediate ROI by combining three types of data,

Access to a constant
stream of in-market
prospects, including a
company’s own
customers, who are
actively searching for
what they are selling.

uniquely customized to each company:
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Foundational Data
Internal data combined with additional demographic and
firmographic enhancement and specialty data.

Onboarded Data
Offline data transformed into addressable online identities.

Fast Data
Real-time behavioral data such as purchase signals on social
networks, discretionary purchase power signals, or other
indicators of purchase intent.
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Companies can begin
targeting customers and
prospects with
immediate, relevant
content and offers –
trending category
content, dynamic
pricing, customized
recommendations, and
more.
Customized data
capability versus
random/disconnected,
one-time use prospect
lists.

4 KEY PILLARS OF DATAMENTORS’ DAAS SOLUTION
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SOURCING
We source a vast array of unique and hard-to-find data to provide a dramatic incremental
difference in acquisition, optimization and loyalty metrics.
Core data sources include:


Web mining, including unstructured data



Unique data sets (business and consumer)



Search information



Transactional data



Crowd sourcing

STRUCTURING

Using our Gartner-recognized data quality solution, DataFuseTM, we integrate,standardize,
and cleanse any number of siloed data sources to create a comprehensive 360-degree
customer view. We also onboard the data set so it is digitally addressable.
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DELIVERING
Integrate the data with client channel or marketing systems and deliver the data in
batch or real time.

ANALYZING
DataMentors’ Marketing Dashboards are integrated with Tableau to empower users with
affordable, real-time access to critical marketing and business performance metrics.
Visualize KPIs in a variety of customizable charts and graphs to strategically monitor
metrics such as sales trending, product cross-sell, new customers, or sales by product
category.

Profit Trend and
Forecast Dashboard
Example
Monitor profit
trending and
forecast indicators
by store
location and product
category.
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Sales by Customer Map
Dashboard Example
Map and view sales
by customer. Sort by
product category, store
location, and order year.
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